
FLYING
        HIGHA course that separates

fact from phobia is changing
the lives of nervous passengers

MICHELLE ROWE

‘With every noise
and bump, I’d
wonder what was
going wrong’
CHRIS BRONICKI
COURSE PARTICIPANT

‘I didn’t need to
take any drugs to
get on the plane’
LOUISE WIGHTLEY
COURSE PARTICIPANT

CHRIS Bronicki would begin to
panic about a month before he
was due to get on a plane. The
Adelaide pharmaceutical sales
manager would lie awake at night,
disaster scenarios swirling around
in his head.

His fear of flying was so great
he once refused to board a flight to
Sydney for his induction into a
new job.

Louise Wightley’s family was
limited to local driving holidays.
The Sydneysider’s distress at fly-
ing meant going overseas by air
was out of the question. When she
had no alternative but to fly, the
mother of two needed Valium to
get her through.

Bronicki and Wightley are
among the estimated 25 per cent
of Australians who suffer some
degree of aviophobia, from mild
discomfort at being enclosed in a
metal projectile up in the clouds to
a full-blown phobia that prevents
them boarding an aircraft.

The effects on their personal
and professional lives have been
so debilitating for Bronicki and
Wightley that they recently
sought professional help. Now
they are among the graduates of a
new Fear of Flying venture by
flight simulator entertainment
company Flight Experience,
which has assembled a team of
professional pilots and clinical
psychologists in five Australian
cities to demystify the science be-
hind flying and quell feelings of
panic through cognitive
behavioural techniques.

Following a consultation with a
psychologist to identify the cause

of their fear and the best treat-
ment, participants spendup to two
hours with a commercial pilot
who addresses issues as diverse as
how turbulence and adverse
weather conditions affect an air-
craft and the source of that funny
noise coming from the undercar-
riage after take-off.

A furtherpsychological consul-
tation, in which strategies are de-
veloped to overcome feelings of
anxiety and dread, is followed by a
session in a full-sized Boeing
737-800 cockpit simulator.
Bronicki, who had tried hypno-
therapy, online courses and self-
help books to overcome his fear
with little success, says the course
has changed his life. Before he
completed the four one-on-one
sessions across three weeks, the
31-year-old had to contend with
the agonising prospect of his
upcoming honeymoon in the US
and a job promotion requiring
regular interstate travel.

‘‘(Flying) was a constant mental
battle. (With) every noise and
bump, I’d wonder what was going
wrong. I was hypersensitive to dif-
ferent experiences on the plane,
from noise to the aircraft banking,
when I’d be worried it was going to
tip over. It was exhausting.’’

Bronicki says being able to gain
an understanding of aeronautics
from an aviation professional —
inhis case, a formerCathayPacific
pilot — was the most valuable part
of the experience.

‘‘(The pilot) really went into the
nitty-gritty of how there are six or
seven back-up plans and systems
and how there would need to be

multiple failures for something to
really go wrong,’’ Bronicki says.
‘‘I’m an analytical person, some-
one who needs that sort of evi-
dence. It was a complete turn-
around for me. And the session in
the simulator, looking at the in-
struments and tools, how the
plane takes off and how it flies, al-
lowed me to picture what happens
in the cockpit, to see that it’s not all
frantic and a scene of mayhem if
the weather’s bad.’’

A coup for Flight Experience
was signing A380 captain David
Evans as one of its Fear of Flying
instructors. Evans was the senior
check captain on November 4,
2010 aboard QF32, which suffered
engine failure and had to make an
emergency landing. ‘‘The engine
was the least of our worries,’’ Ev-
ans says. ‘‘We had two hours circ-
ling Singapore to get our heads
around getting everybody off the
flight, 433 passengers on the
equivalent of a three-storey build-
ing. But we are trained for evacu-

ation. There were two paths to go
down . . . fear and panic, or to let
passengers know that we are no
longer in a service role but in a
safety role. It’s all about communi-
cation and letting people know
that someone is inchargeandthey
will be safe.’’

Evans says more than 1000
hours of flying time must be com-
pleted before a person is eligible to
be a co-pilot (captains must have
4000 hours under their belt) and
that rigorous checks and balances
are in place for ongoing training
and aircraft maintenance.

But he spends most of his time
reassuring course participants
about inclement weather and tur-
bulence, which he describes as
‘‘the big-ticket items from a fear of
flying point of view’’.

Evans points out that commer-
cial jets are designed to withstand
far more severe turbulence than
passengers ordinarily would ex-
perience, with pilots choosing to
avoid these bumpy ‘‘waves’’ of air,

usually by changing altitude, for
passenger comfort rather than
safety issues. Likewise, aircraft are
robust enough to withstand far
more violent weather than they
would usually fly through.

‘‘In no circumstances would
you fly intentionally into a thun-
derstorm; not because it’s unsafe,
it’s simply unsettling for pas-
sengers,’’ Evans says. As for bank-
ing, or the experience of a plane
turning on an angle, the average
aircraft can safely go to 90 degrees
but normally would not exceed 25
degrees. After completing the
Fear of Flying course, Wightley
flew from Sydney to Queensland
for a family holiday.

‘‘While I still don’t like flying,
(the course) has certainly helped,’’
Wightley says. ‘‘I didn’t need to
take any drugs to get on the plane.
I used to get teary and upset but I
didn’t this time, and Iactually star-
ted thinking that my husband and
I could go to Melbourne for the
weekend. I hope to do some trips
overseas, too.’’

Bronicki, who managed to fly
to the US for his honeymoon
without feeling anxious, and took
the job promotion, has a new lease
of life. ‘‘I look forward to flying
now, I think of my destination
rather than my fear. I can tell if an-
other person on the flight is ner-
vous and I feel for them.’’

Fear of Flying courses are
available as individual sessions
($1495) or in groups ($750) in
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane,
Perth and Adelaide.
flightexperience.com.au
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QUICK
BITE

Cumulus Up
Flinders Lane,

Melbourne

NECIA
WILDEN

The Pitch?
A European-style wine bar,
upstairs from city institution
Cumulus Inc, with food from the
boss, chef/director Andrew
McConnell.

The reality?
Actually, it’s more like a food bar
with wine. The menu extends well
beyond nibbles and the food is
excellent, but there are only five
whites and five reds by the glass.
Interestingly, on the night of our
visit the place was half empty at
drinkies hour, but full to the
gunwales by dinnertime.

The cuisine?
Magic abounds on a menu that
runs from kale fritters and fried
snails to grilled quail with walnut
cream and rib fillet. Staff are into
the art of matching wine to food. A
bite of the duck waffle with foie
gras and prunes, then a sip of the
Giuseppe Cortese Langhe 2010
nebbiolo ($85) and you’re
planning your next visit.

Highlights?
The wine service: seemingly
everyone you talk to here can
speak fluent Wine. The space:
civilised, urbane, cleverly lowlit.

Lowlights?
Some wine mark-ups are
anxiety-inducing: there’s a reason
nearby wine bars are busier. And I
would have liked to have known
in advance that my ‘‘corned wagyu
silverside’’ would be served cold
and like a deli meat.

Will I need a food dictionary?
Not unless you expect large black
ham to be a reference to colour.

The damage?
OK if all you’re after is a glass
and a nibble.
cumulusinc.com.au
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MAX
FACTOR

2011 Viernes Mencia
$20

THIS is an exceptional value and super-delicious
introduction to one of my favourite red-grape
varieties, mencia, from northwest Spain. It’s juicy,
vibrant, gluggable, and tastes like a cross between
the edgy purple perfume of cabernet franc, the
spiciness of shiraz and the slurpy, round, moreish
fruit of gamay.
The mark-up: This wine has only just been
launched in Australia, so isn’t on many lists yet,
but when it does start appearing in restaurants
and bars (and it will), expect to pay between $40
and $50 a bottle. Imported by
thespanishacquisition.com MAX ALLEN

FIRST BITE
JOHN
LETHLEAN

United front at
helm of Magill
MAGILL Estate, Penfold’s
signature Adelaide restaurant,
reopens this week with
Melbourne-reared,
internationally experienced
Scott Huggins at the helm. The
restaurant also has appointed
development chef Emma
McCaskill, back in Australia
after working in a similar role for
Britain’s Sat Bains Restaurant
and doing work experience in
Tokyo at Les Creations de
Narisawa. The next 12 months
should be fascinating. Asked
what the new exec chef is like,
McCaskill answers: ‘‘He’s my
fiance.’’ Enough said.

SYDNEY’S loss is Seminyak’s
gain as another highly regarded
chef grabs his passport, board
shorts and sarong to head for
Bali. This time it’s Steven Moore,
a Brit and long-term Ross Lusted
(the Bridge Room) sidekick who
has taken a senior kitchen
position at Ku De Ta under
Byron Bay’s Ben Cross. Moore,
now on his second Bali stint, is
responsible for the degustation-
only (seven or 11-course) tasting
kitchen at Ku De Ta, Mejekawi.
Go for the sunset, stay for dinner.

ALL the tenders are in but, for
reasons we can’t fathom, Sydney
Opera House people aren’t
prepared to disclose when they
may announce which bistro
operator will take on the dining
room that is Guillaume at
Bennelong. You’ll recall the
Opera House has decided it
doesn’t want a smart restaurant
any more, and names for a less
ambitious concept include
Stokehouse, Merivale and
Shannon Bennett’s Vue Group.
Our snout inside the Opera
House reckons Blond Bombshell
Bill Granger is ‘‘99 per cent’’

the likely successful applicant.

SHANE Bailey, head chef at
Noosa’s Berardo’s and someone
pivotal to the success of
Queensland’s Noosa Food and
Wine Festival in recent years, is
moving on after nine years.
Bailey is headed to Noosaville,
where he will become exec chef
at the Boathouse, a multi-outlet
venue on the river. Berardo’s has
had several terrific chefs,
including Melbourne’s Matt
McConnell and Noosaville’s
David Rayner. ‘‘The owners have
had a refurb and now want to up
the food, which I’m looking
forward to,’’ Bailey says of the
Boathouse. ‘‘I’ll still be cooking
local seafood and produce
sourced from local farmers, just
in a more relaxed environment.’’

DESPITE the pre-launch hoopla,
US chef Gavin Baker is not in the
kitchens at Melbourne’s Little
Hunter, having kicked
proceedings off there several
months back with his witty
interpretations of southern
flavours and style. But he hasn’t
left the building, either. Baker
and his Australian mate Pete
Evans (My Kitchen Rules) are
cooking up a little venture
targeting the high end of
Melbourne catering. ‘‘Baker &
Evans will make use of all that
experience Gav has from the Fat
Duck,’’ says Evans. ‘‘He is one of
the most professional chefs I
have ever worked with.’’ They’ve
secured premises for a
commercial kitchen and hope to
be handing out canapes by
October. ‘‘Gavin Baker was
always on as an exec chef,’’ says
Little Hunter’s PR. ‘‘Matt
Kennedy has been there as head
chef since the start and is now
following in Gavin’s footsteps as
the head chef, so Gavin mentored
him all the way through.’’

A SYMPTOM of the European
eco-malaise is the number of
Italians turning up here. Enter
Veronese Simone Righetto, 29,
head chef at Richmond
(Melbourne) gastro-pub Royal
Saxon, a born-again joint with an
Italian kitchen loosely affiliated
with Melbourne Pub Group.
Righetto joins the Saxon from
Bakini, a St Kilda Road Italian,
and The Italian. In London he
worked for Angela Hartnett at
Murano; and, many years before
that, at Gambero Rosso back
home. Former Saxon chef Glenn
Laurie has started a Heidelberg
deli-food store-bakery-flour mill
called G & G Deli.

lethleanj@theaustralian.com.au

Flight facts
● One in four passengers suffers
some level of anxiety before or
during a flight.
● Passengers are 19 times safer
in a plane than in a car.
● Pilots undergo flight
simulator checks for
competency every four to six
months, safety and emergency
training once a year and annual
health checks and licence
renewal procedures.

● Turbulence can be felt more
severely when sitting at the back
of an aircraft, behind the plane’s
centre of gravity.
● Planes are built to absorb
250,000 amps of electricity; the
average lightning strike
generates 32,000 amps On
average, a commercial aircraft is
hit by lightning once a year.

Source: Flight Experience
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GADGETSGADGETS FIRST there
was Parrot’s

AR Drone, the quadricopter
you control with an app. Now
there’s a flying quadricopter
you don’t directly control at all
— Spiri. The brainchild of a
Canadian firm, Spiri is an
autonomous robot that flies
according to pre-
programmed
instructions and
readings it takes en
route from onboard
sensors, cameras, WiFi
and cloud connections.
The idea is you program
Spiri, then release it. You hope
there isn’t a programming bug.
The Spiri Kickstarter project
includes a platform for those
wanting to build apps for the
quadricopter system.
CHRIS GRIFFITH

CARSCARS MERCEDES has
joined the rush into

compact SUVs with the GLA,
the fourth model in its small car
range. Based on the same front-
wheel-drive engineering that
underpins the A and B-Class
hatchbacks and upcoming CLA

sedan, the GLA will debut at
the Frankfurt motor

show next month and
arrives here late next
year. Power comes
from four-cylinder
petrol or diesel
engines, driving

through a six-speed
manual or seven-speed dual-

clutch gearbox. Mercedes’
smallest SUV means it now
offers offroading in five sizes. .

PHILIP KING

FOODFOOD DRAMA, loss,
destruction, near-

death and redemption; and
that’s just in the first few
minutes. But the story of Mick
Audinno, a citrus grower from

Leeton, NSW, is just one of
many worth telling about
Australian farmers and
the plight of our food

system. Which is why the
Australian Food

Sovereignty Alliance is
hoping crowd-sourced

funding will support its mission
to make Australia’s first fair
food documentary (think
Food, Inc for a local audience).
The target, $25,000; the
deadline, October 3. Watch the
Just Food video of Mick,
introduced by telly gardener
Costa Georgiadis: pozible.com

NECIA WILDEN

HEALTHHEALTH OFF to see
the doctor?

Consider this: An
Australian study published
in The Lancet shows
doctors still lag behind
nurses in hand hygiene in
hospitals, despite the risks
of infection and superbug
transmission. ‘‘Here in
Australia we should be
way beyond our
compliance rate of
65 per cent in doctors
who, as a group, have
universally poor hand
hygiene practices,’’ says
Mary-Louise McLaws
from the University of
NSW. ‘‘Hand hygiene is a
fundamental clinical
practice and must be
practised without
excuses.’’

SEAN PARNELL

FASHIONFASHION SPORTS-
CRAFT is

gearing up for its big centenary
next year — a milestone by
anyone’s reckoning. So, in
keeping with such a marathon
effort, it launches its second
Activ range next month, after
launching the category in April.
You’ll find sports leggings and
yoga pants, crop tops and

slouchy sweat shirts and
high-performance zipped
jackets among the
offering. Pieces have all

that fabric trickery,
such as being UV
resistant, moisture
wicking, fast
drying,
windproof,
lightweight and
possessing four-

way stretch (which
is possibly more
ways than many
people could
manage). It also
comes in great
colours including
aqua, bright coral
and bold yellow,
with one seasonal
palm print in
blue.
sportscraft.
com.au

GLYNIS
TRAILL-NASH
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